Directions: Complete the following activities.

PART I. Reading Comprehension.
Answer the following questions. Keep your answers short.

1. What is Lennie upset about in the first few pages of the chapter?

2. Where are most of the men? Check all that apply:
   - ☐ at work
   - ☐ playing horseshoes
   - ☐ in town
   - ☐ none of the above

3. Why does Curley's wife get angry at Lennie? Check all that apply:
   - ☐ what he did in Question #1
   - ☐ smashing Curley's hand
   - ☐ not talking to her
   - ☐ for hanging out with George

4. Why did Curley's wife marry Curley?

5. List three of the most important things that led to Curley's wife's death:

6. What does Candy blame Curley's wife for? Check all that apply:
   - ☐ being a tart
   - ☐ getting him fired
   - ☐ ruining his dream of having a place of his own
   - ☐ Lennie's actions

7. What is George's plan for announcing Curley's wife's death so he, George, will not be blamed for it?

8. What does Curley say he will do to Lennie?

9. What is Carlson missing?